Meeting Agenda for
TAC Repair and Rehabilitation Committee
Wednesday, March 26, 2014, 7:00 AM - 8:30 AM
Grand Sierra Resort
Room: Shasta 2
Reno, NV

Members:
Antonio Nanni (Chair)  Peter Golter (706)  Kelly Page (ICRI)
Khaled Nahlawi (Secretary, NV)  Fred Goodwin (TAC)  Jay Paul (563)
Eric Edelson (ICRI-150)  Keith Kesner (562)  Carol Shield (440)
Peter Emmons (Vision 2020)  Carl Larosche (437)  K Nam Shiu (SDC-RPC)
Chiara Ferraris (TAC)  John Lund (546)  Michael Sprinkel (TAC)
Paul Gaudette (364, 546)  Tracy Marcotte (563)  David VanOcker (364)

1.0 Welcome (Nanni)

2.0 Introduction (Nanni)

3.0 Approval of the Meeting Minutes from Phoenix, AZ, October 22, 2013

4.0 Approval of Agenda
ACTION: Does TRRC have additional items for the Agenda of this meeting?

5.0 Repair Code 562
Report on the status of:
• Modifying sections of ACI 562 Repair Code to resubmit to ICC for adoption in the 2018 IEBC.
• Potential technical sessions and coordination with Committees 364 and 546.
• Developing educational webinars
ACTION: Chair Kesner to report.

6.0 Repair Specification 563
Update on ACI 563 specification standard.
ACTION: Chair Marcotte to report.
7.0 ACI Committees on Repair
Update on document development
ACTION: Chairs in attendance to report

8.0 Repair/Protection Council and SDC Meetings
Update on:
- The quality assurance program to ensure that plants are in compliance with cement production standards.
- Status of ICRI’s “Surface Repair Inspector/Technician” certification program.
ACTION: Mr. Shiu to report.

9.0 ACI reaching within and out to other organization
- Update on the ACI concrete repair manual.
- Expanding and coordinating with other organizations outside ACI to work on repair, strengthening, and rehabilitation of structures.
- Members from ACI repair committees joining ACI 132, Responsibility in Concrete Construction.
ACTION: Emmons to report.

Next TRRC Meeting
Next meeting will take place in Washington, DC, Fall, October 29, 2014, 7:00–8:30 AM, Room TBD.
ACTION: No action – For information.

Passing the gavel – Thanks for six years of effort and camaraderie